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Abstract— The energy which comes from natural resources 

called Renewable energy resources. Renewable energy such 

as sunlight, wind, rain, tides and geothermal heat and 

hydropower storedin the nature free of cost. About 16% of 

global final energy consumption comes from renewable 

sources and about 3.4% from hydro power. The power 

derived from the energy of falling water and running water 

is called hydropower or water power. It is used to fulfill 

many purposes to ease the human life. In past years it is 

used for the irrigation purpose. And various processes like 

mechanical devices such as water mils, domestic lifts, power 

house, and textile mills. Ancient civilization viz. 

Mesopotamia and Egypt civilization water is used. This type 

of energy stored in the nature in the form of difference in 

water level or water falls. For utilization of such type of 

energy it must be stored in the form of kinetic energy and 

produce electricity. The device which converts such type of 

energy into electricity is called turbine. The turbine consists 

of blade in which falling water (from dam or high fall) 

impact and shaft is rotated which is connected to the shaft of 

generator and produce electricity. Water power is 

represented by hydrology. Hydrology energy stored in 

riverbed and river banks. Hydraulic systems are used to 

transfer energy by converting mechanical energy to fluid 

energy, and then back to mechanical energy. The principle 

reason for converting to fluid energy is the convenience of 

transferring energy to a new location. Hydraulic drives have 

many advantages over other technologies. The ratio of 

weight, volume and inertia to available power is 

significantly lower than in electromechanical drives, 

especially for linear motion. The dynamic performance is 

superior when compared to electrical or electrical-

mechanical drive systems in large power drive systems. In 

India scope of water power is more generally watermills and 

waterwheels made in India. China uses such type of devices 

like watermill and waterwheel from Han Dynasty.                   
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I. INTRODUCTION  

When we  look  a nations  ( including developed and  

developing  countries )  most of these  have efficient  model  

of water management  . when  we  talk  about green 

technology  the first  thing  comes  in the mind  is 

hydropower . hydropower  meet the energy  demand of  a 

vast population  on the  behalf of  less cast  in comparison  

to fossil  fuel , nuclear  gas and other  non-renewable  

resources  in the Indian point  of view coal is  key element  

to  extract the energy  from the water .the demand  of  coal  

is increasing  day by day . I n the  beginning   of  12 the  five 

year plan (2012-17)  the coal  demand  to meeting our need  

is about  770-775 million tone but we have the total home 

production  is about  nearly 600 million  ton. Therefore the 

demand gap about 170 million is want to imparts from 

others. Hydropower is the leading energy contribution is 

world.  The  green  energy  generation  and many hydro  

projects  are  pending  for sanctions  and approvals  from  

the related  authorities . Due to which a large  short fall in  

own demand  and we  cannot meet  the target  in described 

time. Projects  which could have been  developed quickly  

are cover  layer of dust in  project  approval  files are 

stopped by many protesting  agencies last two decay 

hydropower was a key feature  of the environment  issue. 

Many movement  related  to environment  encouraged  

hydroelectric development  in this paper we  want  discuss  

the role  of hydropower  in current  scenario. 

 

II. INDIAN HYDROPOWER SYSTEM 

The  power requirement  of  India  increasing  day by day  

due  to  lack of   fossil  fuel  and other  non renewable  poor  

technology  and  poorer  hydro thermal   mid  in order  to 

maintain  the demand  it is must  have 42-58 mid   of  hydro  

and thermal. But  at the last  fifty year  plant  it was just  20-

80 which  is worst  case,  on the  basis  of Indian  grid code , 

the  supply  of power  position   has must in  the range of 48 

Hz  to 50 Hz . to maintain  the frequency  about   50 Hz  , 

we want  to established  medium  reservoir  projects  and 

pumped  storage projects. 

When  the  system  have  low frequency  , it shows  

more power  demand  than the available  power production  

power demand  than  the available  power  production   .to  

rectify  such type of  problem  we need  to develop a water  

reservoir  projects  on pumped  storage  projects . in case  of 

high  frequency  in the system  it shows  that there  is less 

demand  than  the  power  generation  in the  system. During  

peak frequency  we have to  provide  adequate  load  to the 

system  for leveling   the frequency  by create  load  through  

when  we pump  water  to the  upper  reservoir  by using  

100%  consumption  of power  we can  generate   nearly 

70%  power. 

As the   load is increasing   day by day the amount 

increasing. in order  to keep  the system  within  the power  
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is being  made by  the electricity  utility. It is very typical 

task for India to compete in the global market. 

At present  37-38000 MW   of  project  are  either  

under construction  , DPRs  approved  on DPR  under  

approval   stoppage  of these  projects  results in  

expenditure  on these  projects  are well as the  transmission  

line  going waste. 

III. GLOBAL HYDRO POWER DEVELOPMENT 

This table shows the top country installed capacity. 

S.NO Country Installed Capacity (G.W) 

1 China 210 

2 Brazil 84 

3 U.S.A 79 

4 Canada 74 

5 Russia 50 

6 India 38 

A.  Top Countries with Highest Hydropower Generation 

Share   

S.NO Country 
Hydropower’s  share of total 

generation  (%) 

1 Norway 99 

2 Brazil 84 

3 Venezuela 74 

4 Canada 59 

5 Sweden 49 

6 Russia 19 

7 India 18 

We can seen that installed capacity of developed countries 

like China, Russia are much more that India and % share of 

hydropower of total generation in Norway are highest than 

USA, Brazil. 
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IV. PROS & CONS OF HYDRO POWER ADVANCEMENT 

A. Pros: 

1) Hydropower is eco-friendly source of energy in 

comparison to non nrenewable sources . it leads the 

positive impact on environment 

2) Hydropower is very reliable and powerfull source 

of energy. Hydropower is not intermittent energy 

source are able to produce electricity at stable rate. 

3) It have high efficiency. It’s efficiency approximates 

90-95%. It shows only less amount of energy is 

wasted. 

4) Low operational and maintenance cost. 

5) Wastage is not a major problem as related in 

wastage of fossil fules. 

B. Cons:         

1) High initial and setup cost when the project 

capacity is large.dew to this point developers profit 

comes after in too many years. 

2) It shows negative impact on droughts. At the period 

of drought it cannot run effectively.  

V. CONCLUSION 

1) Development of hydro power project is not likely 

to interfere with the stability of Himalayas. They 

shall also have no harmful effect on environment. 

2) Dams and reservoirs are designed to last over 

hundred years no other type of energy source has 

such a long life. 

3) Quick control of power generation as per 

requirement is possible only from hydrogenates. 

4) Large number of hydro projects is constructed in 

developed countries. 

5) Hydro projects prove to be saviors instead of 

environmental disasters holding the flood waters 

and utilizing it. 
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